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AB Aur is a well known HAe star harboring a prototypical transition disk. A series of
features have been observed in the disk,  all  of  them likely indicative of planet formation
processes. Such features include spiral arms [1], a dust cavity [2], and a dust trap [3].  We
have studied in detail the chemistry of the protoplanetary disk by means of interferometric
(NOEMA  and  ALMA) and  single  dish  (IRAM-30m)  observations  of  the  continuum  and of
different molecular species, such as CO,  13CO, C18O, HCO+, HCN, H2CO, CS, CN, and SO. These
observations  have  revealed  important  information  about  the  disk,  where  chemical
segregation is observed in both the radial and azimuthal directions. A particularly interesting
result is the detection of an HCO+ filament that connects the outer disk with the innermost
[4]. We interpreted this filament as an accretion flow crossing the cavity.  This feature has not
been detected in our recent NOEMA run observations of CO,  13CO, C18O,  H2CO, and SO. This
lack of detections points to HCO+ as a good tracer of the innermost regions of the disk.  We
propose to present  our  results  on this  very interesting object,  which are based on IRAM
observatories, and have been published as a series of letters and papers in A&A and APJ.
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